Robotic process automation (RPA) presents an exciting opportunity for organizations to create efficiencies by automating manually intensive tasks, freeing up employees’ time to focus on more value-added work. Partnering with BRMi will ensure that RPA is an appropriate solution for your organization.

**Your Rapid RPA Journey with BRMi**

- Define the Business Case
- Rapid Business Process Analysis
- Select Right Processes
- Optimize Business Processes
- Targeted RPA Pilot
- Implementation of RPA Across Processes
  
**Value-Add Outcomes**

**Velocity**
- Increased data processing cadence
- Accelerated decisions
- Reduced backlog

**Productivity**
- Focus on value-added activities
- Increased customer service
- Automated repetitive tasks

**Quality**
- Increased data accuracy
- Eliminated rework
- Improved compliance
- Delivery of trusted information
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In a pilot for a financial institution, our business process analysts identified a time consuming, repeated process for which RPA was the best solution. We successfully implemented RPA for it, with rapid results. In just two weeks, RPA freed one full-time employee and reduced the time to outcome from 3 hours to just 1 minute.

Process Led, Technology Enabled

While some RPA providers jump right to the technology, BRMi takes the time to do it right the first time. We approach RPA as part of business process optimization. Our implementations can support a wide variety of functions in your organization, including:

Benefits Administration
Finance & Accounting
Human Resources
Supply Chain Management
Procurement
Correspondence Management
User Account Management
IT Support

As process experts, we will determine where an RPA solution will make the most sense and be better prepared for implementation by our certified technical experts. BRMi’s approach sets the organization on its way to faster cycle times, reduced errors, increased customer satisfaction, and lower service delivery costs.

Prime Contract Vehicles
GSA Professional Services Schedule (PSS) GS-10F-0143T
GSA Information Technology (IT) Schedule 70 GS-35F-0490W
GSA STARS II Constellation 1, Functional Category 4, GS-06F-0885Z

Other Contract Vehicles
DHS PACTS II Functional Categories 1 and 2 (IT Coalition)
Treasury/IRS TIPSS-4 (Chevo Consulting)
Seaport-e (Inode Ink)